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UNITED STATESe

[. ' 'g NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONs
;; , WASHINGTON. D C. 20555

%,.'....,/

JUN 151979

Christina L. Rathkopf
Executive Secretary
Department of Energy
Office of the Executive Secretary
Room 7 A 185
Forrestal Building
1000 Independence Avenue
Washington, D. C. 20585

Dear Ms. Rathkopf:

The attached letter from Mr. Huntington was referred to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission for direct response. However, in reviewing Mr. Huntington's letter
we find the questions posed by him do not fall within the purview of the
Commission's authority to regulate nuclear power plants. Therefore the
Commission's staff is not in a position to appropriately rdspond to him.

While the Commission does not consider in its licensing actions the possi-
bility of national strategic threats that may be directed against nuclear
power plants, it does provide for emergency planning and physical security
at its licensed facilities. To that extent we can provide you with the
additional information attached in Enclosures A and B concerning emergency
plans and physical security provisions at licensed nuclear power plants.

Should you require further infonnation or clarification on these matters
please do not hesitate to contact me at (301) 492-7014.

Sincerely,
-

/ ~p
W/ /

James R. Miller, Assistant Director
for Reactor Safeguards

Division of Operating Reactors
Office of kuclear Reactor Regulation

7008030STS
Enciosures: As stated
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Office of the Secretary,

*

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20585

REFERRAL

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
To: 1717 H STREET N.W. Date:

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555 MAY 23, 1979

ACTION REO.UESTED

Draft reply for
The Secretary's signature
Undersigned signature NOTE
Other ( )

Memorandum for use as
enclosure to reply. Prompt action is essential.

Y Direct reply.
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National Security Council
Washington, D. C. 20506

Gentlemen: Our Eresent and Inviting Vulnerability to One-Shot Attack
From Nationally Unidentifiable Near-Eastern Groups

The attached letterdated Aueust 19. 1973 was personally delivered to
the addressee and the content was presented by =e in so=e detail.
No reply or -co==ent has been received. As a public service, I repeat.

In =y opinion, the situation which I described five years ago is now
in:=ediately critical and de= ands corrective action. _The Arab world
is in tur= oil. Sy=pathizers with the Palestinian Arabs are many.
These sy=pathizers are resourceful and. fully capable of. acquiring
missile-launching submarines from the major. powers.

Our surface-e=placed nuclear power plants at full fission product
inventor.ies present uniquely effective targets for sub=arine-launched
missiles equipped with conventional high explosive warheads. Particularly
attractive to the Palestinians might be those near the largest Jewish
City in the World, New York City.

.

Perhaps you will ce==ent: Two conventional warhead missile salvos
launched so=e eight hours apart, could effectively de=olish any nuclear
plant within range, freely dispersing fu=es of the post fission melt-down.

How does the National Security Council view the potential effect upon
the military defense of Continental United States if the following
nuclear porer plants were si=ultaneously de=olished at full fission
product inventory?

1) The nuclear reactors thirty =iles up-wind from Times Square.

2) The nuclear power reactors i==ediately vest of Chicago. (Perhaps not in range?)

3) The Calvert Cliffs nuclear plant 40 =iles from the Nation's Capital.
4) The VEPC0 nuclear power plants near Surrey, Virginia.

Have you perfected plans for evacuating 75 million people? Where shall
you put them?

c''cerely, '

/
-

/Two enclosures.

/ mh/mL x&
~' - -

Mor an G. Hunt g on

ec: The Honorable Howard Cannon
The Honorable Marjorie 3. Holt
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]yDr. David Elliott ^'E" " * "^" " **
Senior Staff Member for Scientific. Affairs August 19, 1973 NNational Security Council
Washington, D. C. 20506

Dear Dr. Elliott: ABANDONMENT OF THE NATIONAL SECURITY

The Honorable Marjorie S. Holt, my Representative in Congress, has requested 4 j_an appointment for me with General Brent Scowcroft, Military Assistant to tne
I understand that my August 20 presentation to you, as sunmarized 6' 4President.

below, is preliminary to my meeting General Scowcroft.
::

Now that nuclear power plants have been strategically emplaced near our major 'k1.

cities and defense bases, we cannot negotiate from a position of military N
sS

strength, no iratter how ovembelming our offensive capability might become, go b

The presence of operating nuclear power reactorsnear our large cities presages l $2.
s

a wartime population loss so great that the military defense of the United States dhas become meaningless. By the selective destruction of a few nuclear plants \at full fission product inventory, an enemy could cause a population loss of L

such magnitude that capitulation would be automatic. ---America can now safelywithstand no surprise attack whatever.

3. Each large nuclear reactor at full fission product inventory contains radioactive
poisons vastly greater in lethal potential than the world total of chemical warfarepoisons. After running at full power for several months, interference with the
heat removal system will inevitably result in the uncontrollable fuming meltdown
of the critical array and the core vessel. Breaching of the containment shell

_ ould pemit the dispersal of fission , product fume. ---According to the WALLw

STREET JOURNAL and to the WASHINGTON POST of August 17, the Atomic Energy Commission
estimates that "an unlikely accident" would kill outright upwards of five million.

4. The standard-text recitation of nuclear power promotors that "... electricity from
uranium is incomparably clean, altogether safe, much cheaper than energy derived
from coal, --and with low-cost fuel in great abundance ...", is proven to be untruein all respects. All uranium available to the United States (including all that
producible up to five times current cost) converted to electric energy by commer-
cialized technology, would supplement our fossil fuels by pernaps one-half of
one percent.

5. " Fast neutron" systems, because of their fantastically. high power density and
inherent uncontrollability at full fission product inventory, are themodynamicallyand mechanically impossible of commercialization.

Hopefully, you will imediately investigate the validity of my presentation.
Fincing my statements irrefutable, may I Excect that steps will be taken to
effectively infom the President of this inminent national peril? ---At your
request, I shall make myself available to expedite the investigation. -

Sin, car ly, - ,_
( -

- '

.r . X
nw- [ifigten m

(M an G. Hun
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THE SELF. DESTRUCTION OF A NUCLEAR POWER Large nuclear power reactors, such as tho:e nearing corn-
REACTOR; POST FISSION MELTDOWN PRFCIPITATED pletion forty miles from Washington, accumulate about
BY LOSS OF OUTSIDE CONDENSING WA ER, OR, BY one ton of radioactive poisons during the year [1]. The
\ TON!ENTARY INTERRUPTION OF INTERNAL COOL- leth2Hy poisonous potential of each full fission product
ANT FLOW inventory is comparable to a binion and a half tons of

chlorine gas. In large reactors, the strontium-90 alone is

2 2000 m te deadly poisonous than one hundred million tons of
S chlorine [2] .
E 1.301
y

, After five months' operation, radioactive decay of fission
products contnbutes about seven percent of the total re.

1000 actor heat [3] . At this stage, the loss of outside condensing
In

-

water, or, the momentary interruption of internal coolant
Q flow would immediate!y set off the uncontrollable fuming
-

destruction of the entire structure after the fission process

${ had completely halted.

;' Intelerably dangerous is the fact that the internal temper-,

g g 100_. ature of the molten mass would quickly rise (probably to

$ .%
exceed the surface temperature of the Sun) and sublimate aw

. E substant al portion of the fission product solids in the formi

R $ of molecular sized fume. Significant human survivalin the
y y mn down-wind sector within 500 miles of the source would be

problematic;in view of wttich it could be argued that thoseo c-

E g charged with the military defense of continental United150
N G o$ States are handicapped to an extraordinary degree by the

{ _tga_g surface emplacement of highly vulnerable nuclear power
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N HOURS FOLLOWING FISSION SHUTDOWN

150,000 square miles would immediately become uninhabit- negotiate from a position of military strength, no matter
able. "Dtis is about three times the area of the triangle be- how overpowering otor we: pans delivery system might be-
twen Richmond, Ptttsburgh and New York City." come. -Does anyone reaHy believe that the Iron Curtain

" Discounting the likelihood that any foreign power will World does not observe our remarkable progress in self-
seize the existing Trojan Horse opportunity to take us over, entrapment?"
witat Agency is officially charged with preventing an at- " Nationally, an estimated ten million voters already sus-
tempted overthrow of Govemment by Kamikaze type pect the gross technical error in promoting nuclear energy
militants? Who in the Federal Govemment is specifically as" clean, safe and cheap." The number of concerned voters
responsible for guarding nuclear plants against all acts of is increasmg rapidly with the belated dissemination of factual
sabetaget" information."

"There are several rather simple ways in which an oper-
ating reactor can be caused to uncontro!! ably self-destruct,

MORGAN GURDON HLWTINGTON
*

'

other than by nuclear excursion. For example, after several Woodfield Road
,

months at full power, sabotagmg either the primary or the Galesville,Matyland 20765
secondary heat rernoval system wtll result in immediate fuel
pin sweUing, rurure and massive melting, fouowed wtthin % ,,,
the hcur by therma! destruction of the core vesselitself."

-So long as we tcierate these hug , highly vulnerable Meesken. H temucMnenunnt Moot 1st ed,
nudear plants near our irrM-'snt cities,-and some of our Section ll, p. 25.WGras -Hill Book Capany,lec.. New York.

;95 g,
best sesMd interests are completing two of these delicate [2] Ibid. Sectier 8 p. 77. O (1m

mTisiers forty miles from our Nation's Capital,-we cannot 131 tbtd.secuen 8, p. 50. 5 Ej U eJ-
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Comment on" Atomic Power: Fallacies and Facts!"c-
, . .

In my opinion we Americans owe a debt of gratitude to
,

Adolph J. Ackerman for his muterful analysis and to the*

editor for his courage and integrity in publishing such an
important paper.

Correspandence navins appreciatively read Ackerman s doid and forth-
right article, I am impelled to offer a few paragraphs ex-
cerpted from various letters which I have written over the

.
years to leaders in oar government and in industry:

"Again, I express concern for our Country's safety. For-
tunately for all of us, an important sector of the voting
public is becoming aware of the catastrophic potential of
large nuclear reactors. As now designed and surface-
emplaced, these nuclear plants are, quite literally, Trojan
horses of the most effective sort the World has seen."

" Contrary to what is often implied by those who would
justify the promotion of a crash nuclear. electric program,
America's reserve of coal is amply sufficient to supply
energy needs until we!] beyond the year 2100. Certainly,
Amencans face no shortage of solid fuels during the preser't

century or within the next."-

The announced program for 85 million kilowatts of

hyg 4 e rmd)) ki. hh[ g'~4
nuclear-electric capacity implies the uranium oxide con-

l

t y]l / Q ] } fi M , J n sumption rate of about 4.4 net tons an hour, including; iU j ultimate reprocessing of spent fuel. Judging from the'

U id Q f g N '[O
Bureau of Mines Information Circular 8501, all domestic
uranium producible for less than five times present cost
will reach exhaustion within a decade and the grade of
uranium " ore" will then drop by a factor of ne.vly one
hundred. At this point, by light water technology, our
fossil fuel ergy reserve will have been supplemented by
about one y reent. Remaining unresolved is the critical
problem of procuring the huge inventory of uranium-235'

which is essential to implement a meaningful thorium

cycle."
"Were I asked to write the scenario for catastrophic revo-

lution, I should begin by recornmending precisely what has
already been accomplished. -To ensure certain success in
destroying the present order,I should first arrange for the
emplacement of giant repositories of radiological poisons st
each of our major population centers, vSereupon, instant
radiological warfare (pages 461-5 of AEC's 1964 THE EF-
FECTS OF NUCLEAR WEAPOSS) in its most devilish
mode could be imposed at will upon the surrounding pop-
u!ations. What a fantastically wild picture of human panic
is conjured up by imagining the demolition of the nuc! car
reactors already constacteJ thirtv miles up wind from Times

. ' .
Square!"

"Each larg , ,uclear power reactor at full fission pro.
~ duct inventory contains greater toxic potential than all of

the chemical warfare poisens yet manufactured. If the fis.
sion product content cf a single power reactor were loosed
over the surroundings as the semit of melt down uponloss
of condensing water or upon mterruptioi. af internal cociant
flow, the Atomic Energy Commission estimates that some

* A.J. Ackerman.iEEE Trans. Aerospace and Electrome syster.:s.
7

. Q"
,[ (-jJ voL AES 8,pp.576 5 S2, September 1972.

Manuscnpt recened March 15.1973.
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Enclosure A

EMEAGENCY PLANS _

The standards and criteria established by the Commission for the evaluation
of proposed nuclear power plants include provisions for substantial con-
servatisms in design and operating safety margins. Through the licensing
and inspection processes these are implemented in the design, construction,
and operation of nuclear power plants such that their operation should pose
no undue risk to the public health and safety.

Nevertheless, the NRC recognizes that emergencies can arise in the operation
of nuclear power plants, and has, therefore, taken steps to assure the
establishment of an acceptable state of preparedness to cope with emergency
situations. .

In 1962, the Atomic Energy Comission published its Reactor Site Criteria
in 10 CFR Part 100. One of these criteria references a need for consideration
of establishing a capability for taking protective measures, in the event of
a serious accident, on behalf of the public within a region called the Low
Population Zone. . The scope and extent of advance planning for such measures,
e.g., evacuation of persons or instructions to take shelter on a timely basis,
is explicitly identified (5100.3 (b)) as one of the factors to be considered
in determining an adequate Low Population Zone.

In 1970, the Atomic Energy Comission published its requirements for plans
to cope with emergencies in 10 CFR Part 50. These reqtrirements, taken in
conjunction with the referenced portion of the Reactor Site Criteria mentioned
above, represent current NRC policy with regard to emergency planning that
must be undertaken prior to issuance of a nuclear power plant operating
license. At the construction permit phase, elements of preliminary planning
are required as set forth in Appendix E (II) to Part 50, while at the
operating license stage, the elements of substantive planning are required
as set forth also in Appendix E (III, IV) to Pa-t 50. It is important to

note that while many of the planning elements identified in Appendix E
are directed specifically to radiation emergencies, the scope of Appendix E
has generally been understood as also having applicability to situations
which have the potential for becoming radiation emergencies, e.g. , fires,
floods, and hurricanes. Accordingly, under appropriate circumst''cee,
emergency planning might be required to encompass areas beyond . :

Population Zone to adequately protect the health and safety of the .siic.

Emergency plans are reviewed by the NRC staff and are frecuently modified
and improved by the utility as a result of this process. At the conclusion
of each review, the staff's findings are published in the Safety Evaluation
Report for each proposed licensing action. Before a plant is licensed to

ocerate, the staff must find that these plans provide reasonable assurance
that appropriate measures can and will be taken in the event of an emergency
to protect puolic health and safety and prevent camage to property.

580 0
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A continuing NRC inspection program is carried out to assure that each
licensee maintains a satisfactory state of preparedness to effectively
implement, their pla,ns. These emergency preparedness site inspections
are conducted on an annual basis and are diviCed among four major areas:
coordination with offsite agencies, written implementing procedures,

Each of theseequipment and facilities, and test exercises or drills.
areas is covered thoroughly and more than one s'te visit is frequently
required to complete the inspection.

'

.
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Enclosure 3

SAFEGUARDS AND SECURITY AT NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

The NRC's reactor safeguards program is directed primarily toward the
physical protection of nuclear power plants against acts of sabotage
which could result in releases of radioactive materials in amounts Tosufficient to represent a hazard to the public health and safety.
minimize the risk. frem such acts, security plans have been required
by the staff as part of the safety review of operating license appli-In November 1973, the Ccmission (thencations since the late 1960's.
the Atomic Energy Coanission) explicitly incorporated into its rules a
requirement for physical security plans to be submitted as part of the
application to operate a nuclear power plant.

At tha+ time, the Commission's regulatory staff had published guidance
to applicants and licensees which set forth what it considered to be
necessary elements of an adequate physical security program for the

This guidance, in the form ofprotection of nuclear power plants.
Regulatory Guide 1.17, dated June 1973, supplemented and generally en-
dorsed an industry standard which had been prepared,,viz., The American
National Stand'ards Institute document entitled, " Industrial Security
for Nuclear Power Plants," designated as ANSI N18.17-1973. It is this

guide and this standard which generally set the level of protection re-
quired at operating nuclear power plants through 1976.

.

Studies have indicated that the characteristics of nuclear power plants.
required for safety also make the release of radioactivity by acts of
sabotage extremely difficult. The Commission is aware, however, cf
increased public concern for the potential consequences of acts of
willful destruction. It has therefore, considered it necessary and
prudent to codify additional requirements for the physical protection
of licensed nuclear power plants. These requirements have been set forth
in Paragraph 73.55 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations,
published on February 24, 1977. These regulations specify a postulated
threat level to be assumed in the design and evaluation of physical
security systems for nuclear power plants. In addition, Paragraph 73.55
specifies detailed requirements which include a physical security
organization, a response force of nominally 10 amed responders, access
controls, the protection of the plant's vital equipment by at least two
barriers, intrusion detection systems, a bullet-resisting central
alarm station backed-up by a secondary alam station, lighting of the
protected area, redundant capability to ccmunicate off-site law enforce-
ment agencies, and other details of an effective security system.

As published on February 24, 1977, these regulations were required to be
fully implemented for all operating power reactors by Aucust 23, 1978.
Cn August 7,1978 the Cemaission amended its regulations crantina a one-
time extension of the full implementation of Paragraph 73.55 to February
23, 1979.
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The Comm.ission will continue to review the kind and degree of sabotage
threat and the vulnerabilities of reactors to such threats. Should such
future reviews indicate a need for different levels of protection, the
Commission would consider s':ch changes. This continuing reactor safe-
guards program is judged to be adequate to provide high confidence that
no undue risk to public health and safety will arise from willful acts
directed at opera, ting nuclear power plants.

.
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